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BACKGROUND
A number of card technologies are available for access control, including magnetic stripe, proximity,
memory, smart/Commercial Identity Verification, and multi-technology cards. Many airports use legacy
access control cards with varying degrees of inherent security and functionality, which often expand over
the years. To address these changes, airports are considering upgrading their access control card
technology to achieve enhanced levels of security and functionality.
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) identified a specific security concern regarding RFID
proximity identification media, involving the duplication of cards. TSA recommended that airport
operators examine access control card technology in use at their airports to determine if vulnerabilities
exist and explore implementing technologies that provide higher levels of security/encryption.
Airports do not have current, authoritative, easy-to-use, and comprehensive guidance to assist in
understanding the various access control technologies, associated costs, and mitigation/migration
strategies. While some information is available publicly, it is insufficient for effective decision-making.
Detailed guidance is needed to aid airports in assessing access control technologies.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this research is to develop guidance for airports of various sizes to understand access
control card technologies, limitations, and vulnerabilities, as well as to plan for upgrades and expansion of
their current technologies. At a minimum, the guidance should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed descriptions of underlying technologies
Security vulnerabilities of each technology and its mitigation strategies, including interim measures
Installation considerations to maximize security
Identification of potential pitfalls during implementation
Encryption options for the card, reader, and access control system
Data storage possibilities and limitations related to personally identifiable information and
certificates
Physical card considerations and limitations, such as printing capabilities, badge sleeves/holders,
potential interference between multiple cards, and read range
Technology migration planning considerations and lifecycle costs
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Overview of future technology trends

The document produced will address security vulnerabilities of various technologies and may need to be
considered Sensitive Security Information.
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